Acquire your ideal body shape
without changing your lifestyle
BY Muscle Trainer

Exercising everywhere!!
For middle-aged and seniors who
want to exercise but could't keep
going, and who want to exercise
eﬃciently.
An introduction to "Muscle Trainer",
the a -bit heavier sport shoes that
make exercise possible any time at
anywhere!

Global sales over 1 million pairs!
A trusty, hot item in 15 continuous years!
A huge amount of healthy eﬀects simply by putting on the shoes!
・Users aiming at “shape up”
→Direct, eﬃcient fat burn even
when compared with exercising
Constituting an easy but sustainable
biological environment for fat burn
・Users aiming at “train up”
→Strengthening inner muscle
Training up the muscles rarely used in daily
life and building up the lower body.
・Users aim at a healthy life
→Preventing health decline in future
Improving fundamental power and immune
ability

The secrets of its heavy weight!
Rubber shoes bottom are embedded
with iron balls(patented), and thus it's
still ﬂexible, cushion-absorbing,and
supportive.

Mid sole

Weight balancing sole

Out sole

Three eﬀects of The Muscle Trainer

Improve
Core Strength

Exercise is naturally done
merely by putting on this
pair of heavy shows, balanced
movements with exercising
eﬀect can then be done in
diﬀerent places.

Boost Your
Metabolis

It increases metabolic rate
by its focused training on
red muscle that convert fats
to energy so a slim-up can
be easily achieved.

Burn Body Fat

Metabolic rate is increase
through the training on red
muscle. Eﬃcient exercise can
then be done for powerful
fat burn.

Proved performance and analysis from research institutes
Ph.D. Yoshinori MIYAZAKI,
Professor Emeritus at
Tokyo Gakugei University.

Just by adding on weight around feet, back
and lower body muscle can be trained up
eﬀectively within a short time.
Itʼs great for enhancing fat burn and solving
problems of obesity, as well as prevention of
lifestyle-related diseases such as diabetes and
high blood pressure.

Ph.D. Mitsuhiko MASUHARA,
Professor Emeritus at
Osaka University of Health
and Sport Sciences.

By walking with “Muscle Trainer”, consumption
of body fat is enhanced (25% increase) and its
optimal stimulation to muscle and the respiratory
system is also proved.

What is "Muscle Trainer"
It's a pair of slightly heavy shoes weight
1.4kg on one side. The sole of the shoes is our
patented development with preservation of all
basic functions of shoes.
・Perfect for those whou started to worry about
weight increase.
・As well as for those who started to beware of
health.
・And those who want to keep ﬁt, etc.
It's a pair of shoes who help you to exercise easily
without changing your lifestyle.

Model No. : MT00100
Sizes : 24.5〜28.0㎝ / EEE
Weight : 1.4kg(per shoe)

Model No. : MT00900
Sizes : 24.5〜27.0 / 28.0㎝ / EEE
Weight : 1.2kg(per shoe)

Model No. : MT00200
Sizes : 22.5〜25.0㎝ / EEE
Weight : 1.2kg(per shoe)

Model No. : MT00950(monk strap)
Sizes : 24.5〜27.0 / 28.0㎝ / EEE
Weight : 1.2kg(per shoe)

Exterior : Action Leather,Synthetic Leather

Exterior : Cow Leather

Sole:Synthetic materiai,iron balls

Sole:Synthetic materiai,iron balls

Made in china

Made in china
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